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 You can output the video to any available format such as DVD, CD, iPod, iPhone, VCD and even downloadable format such as WMV or MOV. Furthermore, you can output the created MP4 files to any popular portable device directly. It supports all the popular portable devices as well as CD/DVD burner/player. What's more, Socusoft Photo to Video Converter Free is one of the best photo
slideshow tools without any complicated operation. Main Features of Socusoft Photo to Video Converter Free General 1. Convert Video to All Popular Portable Devices It can directly convert video to VCD, DVD, CD, and MP4 format for you to transfer to iPhone, iPod, PSP, Zune, Apple TV, Xbox, Zune and so on. You don't need to spend any extra money to enjoy your favorite movies on these

devices. 2. Preview Video before Converting Not only can you preview your digital video after conversion, but you can also preview the original video and choose the best clip during the conversion. 3. You Can Edit Existing Video You can add text, watermark, crop and other actions to your video before you convert. Special 1. Burn Video to CD/DVD It can burn videos to CD/DVD disc directly and
burn video to DVD in any available format such as WMV, MP4, AVI, MPEG, MOV, etc. 2. Converts Video Quickly and Efficiently It supports converting both video and image files simultaneously. You can enjoy the original file and output at the same time. 3. Add Different Effects to Video It can apply hundreds of effects to videos, including adding titles, watermark, fast/slow motion, and so on. 4.

Crop Video It can clip the video by trimming the unnecessary parts to make the video have a specific size and aspect ratio. You can crop the video to make the video fit for iPod, iPhone, PSP, Zune, and so on. 5. Convert 1:1 Quality You can convert video files to DVD, VCD, MP4, MPEG, AVI, MOV, WMV and other formats at 1:1 size. 6. Load Videos from Clipboard It supports batch loading to
convert several video files at a time. 7. Load Videos from Hard Drive/ 82157476af
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